



Development of a kernel system for inhabitants to collect and publish local 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ⓨ㑆᭴ㅧ ࠺ࠖ࠹࡯࡞ ࠹ࠢࠬ࠴ࡖ ෳᾖ⾗ᢱ
ᢝ࿾ ਛ ޽ࠅ ࿑㕙
ᑪ▽‛ 㜞 ޽ࠅ ࿑㕙
ࠨࠗࡦ 㜞 ޽ࠅ ࿑㕙
᮸ᧁ ૐ ߥߒ ࡜ࠗࡉ࡜࡝
ੱ㑆 ૐ ߥߒ ࡜ࠗࡉ࡜࡝




















































































































































































[1] ᧁᄙ㆏ብ ⥱ᯅ࿡↵ ઁ㧘ޡᄢቇࠠࡖࡦࡄࠬߦ߅ߌࠆ
ࠊ߆ࠅ߿ߔߐ⹏ଔߣᡷༀߦ㑐ߔࠆታ〣⊛⎇ⓥޢ㧘ᣣᧄ
ᑪ▽ቇળ⸘↹♽⺰ᢥ㓸 ╙579 ภ㧘pp.59-66㧘2004,5 
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